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Spontaneous switching between cortical states in the
visual cortex of cat was reported by Kenet et al.[1]: a
succession of spatial activation patterns normally asso-
ciated with visual input was observed even in the
absence of external input. Using a Wilson-Cowan net-
work, Blumenfeld et al.[2] proposed a model for this
phenomenon that generated multistability by applying
unstructured noise. Here we use the biologically realistic
mean-field model of Jansen & Rit [3], together with the
heteroclinic channel theory proposed by Rabinovich et
al., cf. Ref. [5], to propose a mechanism how such spon-
taneous switching between states could occur indepen-
dent of extrinsic noise.
A hypercolumn in V1 is made up of orientation pre-
ference columns (OPC), which selectively respond to
specifically oriented stimuli. Our model of an OPC con-
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Figure 1 A. Basic model setup. B. Assumed decay of connectivity with orientation difference [4]. C. Spatial layout of OPCs and examples of the
simulated evoked and spontaneous activity.
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sists of 3 neuronal populations: pyramidal neurons (PN)
and excitatory (Ex. IN) / inhibitory interneurons (Inh.
IN), see Fig. 1A. Their connectivity decays exponentially
with orientation difference, see Fig. 1B. These decays,
and the spatial layout shown in Fig. 1C(I,II), are derived
from the data of Gilbert & Wiesel [4]. The interactions
between the OPCs are described by integral differential
equations:
Θ V K W V I( , ) ( , )S ( , ) ( , )r t r r r t r r t
R
ext( ) = − ( ) +∫  d
[Θ: 2nd order differential operator, V: membrane
potentials, W: connectivity, S: sigmoid function, I: input,
K: gain]
Evoked activity was simulated by applying input to a
specific hypercolumn, yielding patterns that are very
similar to the OPC distribution maps - compare Fig. 1C
(Evok.) with 1C(IV,V). Importantly however, even with-
out any external stimulus the system spontaneously
switches from one state to another, see Fig. 1C(Spon.).
In state space the system evolves in a heteroclinic chan-
nel, made up by the trajectories near a chain of saddle
points (representing the OPCs) and associated unstable
separatrixes. The inhibitory connectivity governs this
sequence of activation. Imposing noise on this connec-
tivity can introduce randomness into the sequence of
activation.
In this study we have combined mean-field and het-
eroclinic channel theory in order to describe the experi-
mental observation of spontaneous state switching [1].
In contrast to Ref. [2], we do not need to impose
unstructured noise to create multistability here. Further-
more, manipulations of our inhibitory connectivity
matrix can vary the resulting sequence of states, e.g., in
order to accommodate expectations about the next
stimulus.
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